Right From The Start | Student Notes
Swine
This information corresponds with the Swine chapter of the Right from the Start DVD.
Pigs have a strong (1)________ and (2)__________.
They have a low (3)__________ _________ _____________.
The feet have a lot of weight on a (4)______________ surface area.
Pigs are known to (5)_______________ with other pigs.
In groups, pigs establish a natural (6)___________________.
Pigs (7)______________ well, but they don’t (8)______________ well.
Pigs are arguably the most (9)_____________________ of the livestock species
shown.
Pigs have a very good (10)______________.
Equipment
Whips and pipes are referred to as (11)______________ ________________.
A (12)_____________ _______________ is helpful in loading pigs onto a scale or
into a trailer.
Safety
Never work animal by (13)_________________.
It is important for the exhibitor to work the pig (14)_____________________.
(15)____________________ are seen from a different vantage point and can
startle a pig.
To acclimate a pig to new environments you can play a (16)___________ in the
barn, use
(17)______________ _______________, get them used to a variety of
(18)______________ _____________, practice (19)________________ and
(20)_____________ in the trailer, and exercise them through different
(21)_______________.

Support for this resource was provided by NIOSH/CDC Cooperative Agreement
#U54-OH07541 and the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo™.
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Approach pigs (22)________________, (23)_________________, and from
the (24)__________________.
Stand to the pig’s (25) ________________ when you are grooming it.
Pigs are creatures of (26)________________.
Pigs will often see the youth exhibitor as a (27)______________
_____________.
(28)_______________ your hands after handling livestock.
Certain (29)___________________ affect both swine and humans.
It is a good idea to have someone other than the exhibitor give
(30)____________________.
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Answer Key
1. Jaw
2. Nose
3. Center of gravity
4. Small
5. Fight
6. Hierarchy
7. Smell
8. See
9. Intelligent
10. Memory
11. Steering devices
12. Sorting board
13. Yourself
14. Frequently
15. Children

16. Radio
17. Flash photography
18. Different situations
19. Loading
20. Unloading
21. Routes
22. Slowly
23. Calmly
24. Front
25. Side
26. Habit
27. Calming agent
28. Wash
29. Diseases
30. Injections
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